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for groups of class 3 and obelisks
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Abstract. We study the Modular Isomorphism Problem applying a combination of exist-
ing and new techniques. We make use of the small group algebra to give a positive answer
for two classes of groups of nilpotency class 3. We also introduce a new approach to derive
properties of the lower central series of a finite p-group from the structure of the associ-
ated modular group algebra. Finally, we study the class of so-called p-obelisks which are
highlighted by recent computer-aided investigations of the problem.

1 Introduction

The question of how strongly the group ring RG of a groupG over a commutative
ring R dictates the structure of G is still far from being well-understood. The most
classical version of this problem that is still open today, in its full generality, can
be stated as follows.

Modular Isomorphism Problem (MIP). Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0,
and let G be a finite p-group. Let H be another group. Does a ring isomorphism
between kG and kH imply a group isomorphism between G and H? In symbols,

kG Š kH H) G Š H‹

If H is a subgroup of the unit group of kG such that kG D kH , then H is said
to be a group base of kG. The (MIP) can thus be reformulated as follows: are all
group bases of a modular group algebra of a finite p-group isomorphic?

An explicit formulation of the (MIP) can already be found in a famous survey
of Brauer [8]. Since then, the problem has been studied by many researchers; we
refer to [13, 14] for an overview of most known results. New points of view and
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approaches to the problem can be found in the very recent papers [4, 9, 20, 24].
We study the (MIP) for certain classes of groups, inspired by some of these recent
results and accessing the problem from different directions.

We start by recalling the construction of the so-called small group algebra of
kG and its employment in the study of the (MIP); among its biggest merits are
Sandling’s positive solution of the (MIP) for groups with central elementary abel-
ian derived subgroup [30] and Salim and Sandling’s solution for groups of order p5

(see [27]).
We use the small group algebra to positively solve the (MIP) for two new classes

of groups, cf. Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5. In particular, for p odd, our work
completely covers 5 of 43 isoclinism classes of groups of order p6, while 10 other
classes are covered by known results. We also show that the strategy of Salim and
Sandling for groups of order p5 is not directly translatable to groups of order p6 by
exhibiting a pair of non-isomorphic groups, of class 3 and with elementary abelian
derived subgroups, whose small group algebras have isomorphic groups of units,
cf. Example 3.11. We believe that the methods used to prove Theorems 3.3 and 3.5
can be applied to other families of groups with maximal subgroups of relatively
small class.

We continue our investigation with the determination of a new invariant for
certain 2-generated groups of class 3. In relation to this, we stress that, though
the lower central series is a fundamental object in the study of finite p-groups,
it is still quite unclear which properties of it are detected by the group alge-
bra. For instance, it is not known in general whether group bases for the same
algebra have the same nilpotency class, and even if they did, it is not known
whether corresponding elements of the lower central series are isomorphic. More-
over, [4, Example 2.1] makes it clear that the ideals corresponding to the lower
central series in kG are not canonical, and thus they are probably not the best
candidates for recognizing the lower central series of the group. Via new quotient-
in-quotient embedding techniques, we show that, for certain 2-generated groups
of nilpotency class 3, the isomorphism types of the members of the lower cen-
tral series of any group base are determined by kG, cf. Theorem 4.1. With the
aid of computer algebra systems, it can be checked that the last theorem does not
follow from known results on the (MIP), contributing to the mystery around the
connection between the lower central series of the group and the Lie structure of
the modular group algebra.

We conclude the present paper with the study of the (MIP) for a family of groups
called p-obelisks. These groups are highlighted in computer-aided investigations
for groups of order 56 (see [20]) and, in some sense, are among the groups of
order 56 that are “closest” to being counterexamples to the (MIP). We show that if
kG Š kH and G is a p-obelisk, then so is H , cf. Theorem 5.3.
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2 Preliminaries and notation

Throughout the article, the following assumptions will hold. Let p be a prime num-
ber. We denote by G a p-group and by k the field of p elements. The (modular)
group algebra of G over k is denoted by kG. Note that this provides the most gen-
eral situation for the (MIP); indeed, for any field extension F=k, an isomorphism
kG Š kH induces, via extension of scalars, an isomorphism FG Š FH .

2.1 Group theoretical notions

We denote the order of an element g 2 G by jgj and the order of G by jGj. The
index of a subgroupX inG is denoted by jG W X j. The lower central series ofG is
denoted by .i .G//i�1 and its upper central series by .Zi .G//i�1. We write Z.G/
instead of Z1.G/ for the center of G. We write, moreover, ˆ.G/ for the Frattini
subgroup of G. We define

�p.G/ D hx 2 G j x
p
D 1i and Gp D hxp j x 2 Gi:

In this paper, conjugation is considered to be a right action, and consequently,
commutators are defined and grouped in the following way. For x; y; z 2 G, we set

Œx; y� D x�1y�1xy and Œx; y; z� D ŒŒx; y�; z�:

For the convenience of the reader, we include the well-known commutator formu-
las; see for example [16, III, 1.2 Hilfssatz].

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a group. For elements a; b; c 2 X , the following hold:

Œa; bc� D Œa; c�Œa; b�c and Œab; c� D Œa; c�bŒb; c�:

Given the special role that the subgroup Z.G/ \ 2.G/ will play for us, we
associate to it the non-standard notation �.G/ D Z.G/ \ 2.G/.

When considering explicit examples, we will refer to the Small Groups Library
in GAP [5, 34] and will denote by SG.n;m/ the m-th group of order n in the
catalog.

2.2 Algebra notions

Until the end of Section 2.2, let A be a k-algebra with fixed k-basis B. An element
b 2 B is said to be in the support of an element a 2 A if the image of a under the
natural projection A! kb is non-zero.

The algebra A has a natural Lie algebra structure via defining, for all a; b 2 A,
Lie brackets as Œa; b� D ab � ba. Given any two subsets X; Y of A, denote by
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ŒX; Y � the set of all elements Œx; y� with x 2 X and y 2 Y . If A is a local algebra,
we denote, moreover, by V.A/ the elements of A which map to the identity modulo
the radical of A. In case A is equal to kG or one of its quotients, V.A/ is usually
called the group of normalized units of A.

For each element g 2 G, write Ng D g � 1 2 kG, and for each subset X of G,
write X for the set ¹ Nx j x 2 Xº. Then kG is a local algebra whose radical co-
incides with the augmentation ideal

I.kG/ D V.kG/ � 1 D
°X
g2G

�gg
ˇ̌̌
�g 2 k;

X
g2G

�g D 0
±
;

which is easily seen to be generated, as a kG-ideal, by the elements Ng as g varies
in G. The augmentation ideal is a nilpotent ideal of kG, and hence, for every
element x 2 I.kG/ different from 0, there exists a minimal number w such that
x 2 I.kG/w n I.kG/wC1. This minimalw is called the weight of x in kG, written
wt.x/ D w. We define, additionally, the weight of an element g 2 G to be the
weight of Ng in kG, i.e. wt.g/ D wt. Ng/.

The next lemma collects some straightforward equalities holding in I.kG/.

Lemma 2.2. Let g; h 2 G. Then the following hold:

gh D Ng C NhC Ng Nh;

Nh Ng D Ng NhC .1C Ng C NhC Ng Nh/Œh; g�:

We conclude this section by observing that

kGI.k2.G// D hx � y j x 2 kG; y 2 I.k2.G//ikG ;

the ideal of kG that is generated by the elements of I.k2.G//, is minimal among
the ideals J of kG such that the quotient kG=J is commutative [29, Lemma 3.5].

2.3 Jennings theory

Many attempts at tackling the (MIP) rely, in one way or the other, on the theory of
Jennings [19] providing a k-basis of I.kG/ that is well-suited for calculations in
a way that we now explain. For more detail, we refer the reader to [11, 14].

The dimension subgroups of G are defined, for each positive integer n, by

Dn.G/ D G \ .1C I.kG/
n/

and filter the elements of (the group base) G according to their weights, as defined
in Section 2.2. A first characterization of the dimension subgroups was provided
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by Jennings himself who showed that the series of dimension subgroups coincides
with the Brauer–Jennings–Zassenhaus series, i.e. that

Dn.G/ D

´
G if n D 1;
ŒG;Dn�1.G/�Dd n

p
e.G/

p if n � 2:

Another celebrated characterization of the dimension subgroups of G is given in
terms of the members of the lower central series and reads

Dn.G/ D
Y
ipj�n

i .G/
pj

D Dd n
p
e.G/

pn.G/;

cf. [11, Theorem 11.2, Proposition 11.12]. From the last characterization, it fol-
lows that every quotientDn.G/=DnC1.G/ is elementary abelian and that, for each
choice of m and n, one has

ŒDm.G/;Dn.G/� � DmCn.G/ and Dn.G/
p
� Dnp.G/I (2.1)

see for instance [11, Section 11.2]. In particular, the graded k-module

L.G/ D
M
n�1

Dn.G/=DnC1.G/

is naturally a restricted k-Lie algebra [11, Chapter 12].
For each positive integer n, it is not difficult to see, via the obvious maps,

thatDn.G/=DnC1.G/ embeds as a k-subspace of I.kG/n=I.kG/nC1. We derive
that, if g1; : : : ; gm 2 Dn.G/ are such that their images inDn.G/=DnC1.G/ form
a basis over k, then their images g1; : : : ; gm 2 I.kG/n are linearly independent
over k when viewed in I.kG/n=I.kG/nC1. Additionally, the following hold:

wt. Ng/ D w ” wt.g/ D w ” g 2 Dw.G/ nDwC1.G/;

and as a consequence of (2.1), for each x; y 2 G, one also has

wt.Œx; y�/ � wt.x/C wt.y/ and wt.xp/ � pwt.x/:

We write dn D dimkDn.G/=DnC1.G/ and let t be minimal with the property that
DtC1.G/ D 1. Set d0 D 0 and m D d1 C � � � C dt D logpjGj. A Jennings tuple
is a tuple

.g1; : : : ; gd1
j gd1C1; : : : ; gd1Cd2

j : : : j gm�dtC1; : : : ; gm/

of elements of G with the property that, for all n � 0,

gd0C���CdnC1DnC2.G/; : : : ; gd0C���CdnC1
DnC2.G/
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is a basis ofDnC1.G/=DnC2.G/. It follows that any element g ofG can be written
uniquely as a product

g D

mY
iD1

g
˛i

i ; with 0 � ˛1; : : : ; ˛m � p � 1:

If .g1; : : : ; gm/ is a Jennings tuple of G, then the set´
mY
iD1

gi
˛i

ˇ̌̌̌
0 � ˛1; : : : ; ˛m � p � 1

µ

forms a k-basis of I.kG/ which we refer to as the Jennings basis on .g1; : : : ; gm/.
A Jennings basis of I.kG/ is a k-basis of I.kG/ that can be defined on a Jennings
tuple. Observe that any Jennings basis of I.kG/ can be extended to a k-basis of
kG by adding the element 1. The advantage of working with a Jennings basis is
that calculations can be translated directly from the relations of the group elements.

Now let g 2 G. It is possible that multiple powers of G appear in a Jennings
tuple ofG. For instance, ifG is cyclic and g …ˆ.G/, then .g j gp j : : : j gexp.G/=p/

is a Jennings tuple of G. For a Jennings tuple .g1; : : : ; gm/, we say that Ng is a fac-
tor of the element

y D

mY
iD1

gi
˛i ; with 0 � ˛1; : : : ; ˛m � p � 1;

if there exist non-negative integers i and j such that gp
j

D gi and ˛i ¤ 0.
Another convenient feature of Jennings bases is that, in some cases, they can be

constructed to “remember” the group structure. The following fact, which read-
ily follows from the second formula in Lemma 2.2, will be useful to us. Let
.c1; : : : ; cm/ be a Jennings tuple of 2.G/ such that the elements c1; : : : ; cm are
also elements of a Jennings tuple g of G. Then, with respect to the Jennings basis
on g, an element x 2 I.kG/ lies in the ideal kGI.k2.G// if and only if each
element in the support of x contains a factor from ¹c1; : : : ; cmº.

We conclude the current section by defining a class of ideals of kG that are
strictly connected to the dimension subgroups of G. We define the Zassenhaus
ideals of kG via their characterization, given by Passi and Segal in [22]: for each
positive integer n, the n-th Zassenhaus ideal of kG is

Hn.kG/ D Dn.G/C I.kG/
nC1:

The Zassenhaus ideals are canonical ideals of kG, i.e. eachHn.kG/ can be defined
independently of the group base of kG, cf. [14, Section 1.3]. Moreover, thanks to
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their definition, Zassenhaus ideals allow us to isolate, within quotients of the form
I.kG/n=I.kG/nC1, specific contributions of the chosen Jennings basis. More pre-
cisely, if U is the subspace of kG that is spanned by all elements of a Jennings
basis of I.kG/ not lying in G D G � 1, then, for each positive integer n, one has

I.kG/n=I.kG/nC1 D Hn.kG/=I.kG/
nC1

˚ .U \ I.kG/n C I.kG/nC1/=I.kG/nC1:

For more on this, see for instance [14, Section 2.4].

2.4 Group theoretical invariants

One goal in the study of the (MIP) is to determine properties of G, the so-called
group theoretical invariants, that can be derived from the structure of kG as an
algebra. More precisely, if G and H are p-groups satisfying kG Š kH and P

is a group theoretical invariant, then both G and H will satisfy P . The order
of G is an obvious invariant, being the same as the k-dimension of kG. We will
usually assume this invariant implicitly. Other invariants are collected in the fol-
lowing list. Many of them are classical, have been known for decades, and are
included in [29, Section 6]. We only provide references for the ones not included
in Sandling’s survey.

(1) The isomorphism type of the quotient G=2.G/.

(2) The isomorphism type of G=ˆ.G/ and hence the minimal number of gener-
ators of G.

(3) The isomorphism type of the quotient Dn.G/=DnC1.G/ for any positive
integer n.

(4) The isomorphism type of the quotient Dn.2.G//=DnC1.2.G// for any
positive integer n. In particular, if 2.G/ is abelian, then the isomorphism
type of 2.G/ is an invariant.

(5) The isomorphism type of �.G/ D 2.G/ \ Z.G/.

(6) The isomorphism type of the quotient G=2.G/p3.G/ – the Sandling quo-
tient.

(7) The isomorphism type of the restricted k-Lie algebra L.G/ of G.

(8) If the nilpotency class of G is equal to 2, then the nilpotency class is an
invariant [3, Theorem 2].

(9) If G is 2-generated, then the isomorphism type of G=2.G/p4.G/ is an
invariant [20].
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(10) If G=CG.2.G/=ˆ.2.G// is cyclic, then the isomorphism type of

CG.2.G/=ˆ.2.G//

is an invariant [1, Corollary 7].

We remark that not all authors write about group theoretic invariants; words like
determined often serve the same purpose. The list of invariants provided above is
not complete, but only contains those we will explicitly use in this article. Some-
times, in examples, we will speak of groups sharing all known group theoretical
invariants. By this, we mean the list of invariants included in [20], which, to the
best of our knowledge, covers all invariants known to this day.

2.5 The small group algebra

In this section, we define the small group algebra of kG and briefly discuss its his-
tory. We present some classical related constructions and list a number of known
properties. This section mostly follows [14, Section 2.3] and [30], though the no-
tation might differ.

Until the end of the present section, assume that 2.G/p4.G/ D 1, and write
Gab D G=2.G/ for the abelianization of G. The small group algebra of kG is
kG=I.kG/I.k2.G//, and its group of normalized units is

S D SG D V
�
kG=I.kG/I.k2.G//

�
:

We then have a natural short exact sequence of groups

1! 2.G/! S
�
! V.kGab/! 1 (2.2)

with the property that ��1.Gab/ is a copy of G. Without loss of generality, we
identify G and ��1.Gab/. The group V.kGab/ being abelian, we have that G is
a normal subgroup of S .

The history of the small group algebra, or small group ring in this case, dates
back to Whitcomb’s proof of the fact that integral group rings determine finite
metabelian groups [23, Theorem 2.5]. The small group algebra gains much pop-
ularity thanks to [30] and the determination of Sandling’s invariant; see also Sec-
tion 2.4. The small group algebra also plays a fundamental role in the proof, by
Salim and Sandling, that the (MIP) has a positive answer for groups of order p5

(see [26–28]); for more detail, see also [25]. In the context of central Frattini
extensions and with a relative definition of small group algebra, Hertweck and
Soriano classify the central Frattini extensions giving rise to isomorphic small
group algebras [15].
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We conclude the current section by giving the construction of a complement
of G in S and deriving related properties. For this, fix x1; : : : ; xn 2 G (a minimal
set of) generators of G with the property that

Gab
D

nM
iD1

hxi2.G/i:

Denote x D .x1; : : : ; xn/, and for each ı D .ı1; : : : ; ın/ 2 Zn, write

xı D x1ı1 � � � xn
ın :

Set jxi2.G/j D p�i . Define, additionally, D.G/ as

D.G/ D

´
ı D .ı1; : : : ; ın/

ˇ̌̌̌
0 � ıi < p

�i ; ı 6� 0 mod p;
nX
iD1

ıi � 2

µ
: (2.3)

Then the subgroup A D A.Gjx/ of S that is generated by the elements

a D 1C xı
D 1C x1

ı1x2
ı2 � � � xn

ın with ı 2 D.G/ (2.4)

is a complement of G in S , equivalently S D G Ì A; see for example [14, Sec-
tion 2.3]. Moreover, for x 2 G and a of the above form, the commutator Œx; a� is
equal to

Œx; a� D Œ: : : Œx; x1�; : : : ; x1„ ƒ‚ …
ı1

�; x2�; : : : ; x2„ ƒ‚ …
ı2

�; : : : ; xn�1�; xn�; : : : ; xn„ ƒ‚ …
ın

�:

Observe that ŒG;A� is contained in 3.G/ and, since G has class at most 3, all
elements a of the form (2.4) with

Pn
iD1 ıi � 3 centralize G and are thus central

in S . Moreover, A is abelian and ŒA; 2.G/� D 1.
The following proposition collects some results, already presented by Salim in

his PhD thesis [25]. Point (1) is a special instance of [25, Theorem 3.5], point (4)
follows from [25, Theorem 3.7], while point (3) is included in [25, Corollary 3.11].

Proposition 2.3. The following hold:

(1) for each i 2 Z�2, one has i .S/ D i .G/;

(2) �.S/ D �.G/;

(3) ŒAp; S� D ¹1º;

(4) G \ Z.S/ D Z.G/.
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Proof. We prove (1) and (2) together. Let x; y 2 S and let g; h 2 G and a; b 2 A
be such that x D ga and y D hb. It follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that
ŒG; 3.G/� D 1 D ŒA;A2.G/� that

Œx; y� D Œga; hb� D Œga; b�Œga; h�b

D Œg; b�aŒa; b�.Œg; h�aŒa; h�/b

D Œg; b�Œg; h�Œa; h� 2 3.G/2.G/3.G/ D 2.G/:

Since 2.G/ � 2.S/, we derive that, in fact, 2.S/ D 2.G/.
We now show that �.S/ D �.G/. Since Z.S/ \G � Z.G/, we have that

Z.S/ \ 2.S/ � Z.G/ \ 2.G/:

To show the opposite inclusion, it now suffices to show that Z.G/\ 2.G/�Z.S/.
To this end, let x D ga 2 S and let z 2 �.G/. Then

Œz; x� D Œz; ga� D Œz; a�Œz; g�a D 1

because Œz; a� 2 Œ2.G/; A� D 1, Œz; g� 2 ŒZ.G/;G� D 1, and therefore z 2 Z.S/.
To show that 3.S/ D 3.G/, observe that

2.S/A D 2.G/A � CS .2.G// D CS .2.S//:

We then get the following commutative diagram of natural maps:

S=2.S/A˝ 2.S/=�.S/ 3.S/

G=2.G/˝ 2.G/=�.G/ 3.G/

 !Š

 �

 �

 !�

and so the inclusion map is an equality.
We now show that 4.S/ D 1. Since A is abelian and S D G Ì A, we have that

ŒA; S� � 3.S/D 3.G/. It follows that 3.S/ � 2.G/\ Z.G/D 2.S/\ Z.S/
and, in particular, 3.S/ is central in S , equivalently 4.S/ D ŒS; 3.S/� D 1.

(3) This is a direct consequence of 2.G/ being elementary abelian.
(4) We clearly have that Z.S/ \G � Z.G/ and so we prove the other inclu-

sion. To this end, let z 2 Z.G/ and s D ga 2 S . It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
Œz; ga� D Œz; a�Œz; g�a D Œz; a�. If we now take a D 1C xi xj as in (2.4), then
Œz; a� D ŒŒz; xi �; xj � D 1 and we are done.

Lemma 2.4. The following hold:

Z2.S/ D Z2.G/A; ŒZ2.G/; A� D 1; Z2.G/ D Z2.S/ \G:

Moreover, Z2.S/ is equal to the direct product of Z2.G/ with A.
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Proof. Note that, for x D ga and y D hb in S , the following equality holds:

Œx; y� D Œga; hb� D Œg; b�Œg; h�Œa; h�

and, moreover, that, by Proposition 2.3 (2), we have

Z2.G/ D ¹z 2 G j for all g 2 G W Œz; g� 2 �.G/º;

Z2.S/ D ¹z 2 S j for all s 2 S W Œz; s� 2 �.S/ D �.G/º:

We start by showing that Z2.G/A is contained in Z2.S/. First, observe that A
is contained in Z2.S/ because ŒS; A� D ŒG;A� � 3.G/ � �.G/. Moreover, if
we now take a D 1 and x D g 2 Z2.G/, it follows from the above formula that
Œg; hb� D Œg; b�Œg; h� 2 3.G/�.G/ D �.G/. We now show that Z2.S/ is con-
tained in Z2.G/A. To this end, assume that x D ga 2 Z2.S/, and we show that
g 2 Z2.G/. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that

Œg; h� D Œg; b��1Œx; y�Œa; h��1 2 3.G/�.G/ D �.G/:

We now show that ŒZ2.S/; A� D 1. For this, observe that ŒZ2.S/; A� D ŒZ2.G/; A�.
Let now x 2 Z2.G/ and a D 1C xi xj 2 A as in (2.4). Then we have

Œx; a� D ŒŒx; xi �; xj � 2 Œ�.G/;G� D 1;

and thus the claim is proven.
We conclude by observing that

Z2.S/ \G D .Z2.G/A/ \G D .G \ A/Z2.G/ D Z2.G/:

3 Applications of the small group algebra

In this section, we will push techniques of Salim and Sandling further to achieve
a positive solution of the (MIP) for some families of groups, yielding in particular
new results for orders p6 and p7. We do this with the aid of the small group
algebra, as introduced in Section 2.5.

Until the end of the present section, assume that 2.G/p4.G/ D 1. It is not
difficult to show that, under the additional assumption that p is odd, the subgroup
structure of G is as in Figure 1. We remark that, in Figure 1, the only inclusion
requiring p odd isGp � Z.G/. In the statements in which we will require this, we
will explicitly assume that p is odd.

Write Gab D G=2.G/ for the abelianization of G and

S D V
�
kG=I.kG/I.k2.G//

�
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G

Z2.G/

ˆ.G/

ˆ.G/ \ Z.G/ 2.G/

�.G/

Gp .Gp \ 2.G//3.G/

Gp \ 2.G/ 3.G/

Gp \ 3.G/

1

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1. Subgroup structure of G in case 2.G/p4.G/ D 1 and p odd

for the normalized units of the small group algebra of kG. Let x D .x1; : : : ; xn/
be a vector of generating elements of G satisfying Gab D

Ln
iD1hxi2.G/i, and

denote jxi2.G/j D p�i . Let A D A.Gjx/ denote the complement of G in S as
defined in Section 2.5. Then A satisfies the following:

S D G Ì A; ŒG;A� � 3.G/; ŒA;A2.G/� D 1:

We will show in Section 3.1 that any group base of kG can be complemented
by A in S . Moreover, we will show how generating sets of two group bases can
be related via translation by elements of A. Section 3.2 collects the main results
of Section 3. We present implications of our main results in Section 3.3, with
a particular emphasis on the case of groups of order p6 and p7. Additionally, we
give computational evidence aimed at depicting our contribution for the last groups
and give a critical analysis of the limits of our methods for order p6.
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3.1 Compatible complements

The aim of the current section is to relate different group bases of kG within S .
We observe that, if H is another group base of kG, then kGab D kH ab, and so,
through the short exact sequence in (2.2), the group S possesses a normal subgroup
that is isomorphic to H . Because of this, we can consider every group base of kG
to be embedded in S as a normal subgroup.

Proposition 3.1. Let H be a group base of kG, and consider it embedded in S .
Then S D G Ì A D H Ì A.

Proof. Write

y D .y1; : : : ; yn/ D .x12.G/; : : : ; xn2.G//;

and denote Aab D A.Gabjy/. Let D.G/ be as defined in (2.3), and define

B D ¹yı
j ı 2 D.G/º:

It follows from the description in Section 2.5 that Aab is generated by 1CB and,
with the notation from (2.2), that Aab D �.A/. Moreover, V.kGab/ is the direct
product of Gab and Aab. Now define U to be the k-linear span of B in kGab; we
claim that 1C U D Aab. For this, observe that, as we have defined it, U satisfies
the following equality for all positive integers m:

I.kGab/m=I.kGab/mC1

D Hm.kG
ab/=I.kGab/mC1

˚
�
.U \ I.kGab/m/C I.kGab/mC1

�
=I.kGab/mC1:

In particular, it holds that

jU j D jI.kGab/j
ıY
m�1

jDm.G
ab/ W DmC1.G

ab/j D jI.kGab/j=jGj D jAab
j:

Since U is multiplicatively closed, 1C U is a group and thus h1CBi D 1C U .
It follows from the theory of Zassenhaus ideals, cf. Section 2.3, that Aab D 1C U

and therefore
V.kGab/ D H ab

� Aab
D �.H/ � �.A/:

To conclude, assume, for a contradiction, thatA intersectsH non-trivially. Thanks
to Proposition 2.3 (1), the subgroups 2.H/ and 2.G/ coincide, and thus we have
A \ 2.H/ D 1. It follows then that H \ A has a non-trivial image in V.kGab/,
but this contradicts the fact that V.kGab/ D H ab � �.A/.
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Thanks to the last result, the subgroup A is a mutual complement of both
G and H . It follows that, if S determines the isomorphism type of G, then so
does S=.A \ Z.S//. Without loss of generality, we assume, until the end of Sec-
tion 3, that A \ Z.S/ D 1. It follows from Proposition 2.3 (3) that A is elementary
abelian.

Lemma 3.2. Let H be a group base of kG, and consider it embedded in S . Let
g1; : : : ; gn be a generating set of G. Then there exist a1; : : : ; an 2 A such that
g1a1; : : : ; gnan is a generating set of H .

Proof. We start by claiming that, if ¹yi j 1 � i � mº is a generating set of G,
where each yi is written as yi D zibi with zi 2 H and bi 2 A, then H is gener-
ated by z1; : : : ; zm. To this end, callZ D hzi j 1 � i � mi; we show thatZ D H .
First observe that 3.H/ � Z; indeed, for any choice of i; j; `, one has

Œyi ; yj ; y`� D Œzi ; zj ; z`�:

Now, H being a group base of kG, by Proposition 2.3 (1), the subgroups 3.H/
and 3.S/ coincide, and thus it follows that Z contains 3.S/. Moreover, since
ŒS; A� is contained in 3.S/, we derive that actually Z contains 2.S/. In particu-
lar,Z is normal inH , so Proposition 3.1 yields S D HA � ZA and thusZ D H .

Now write each gi as gi D hici , where hi 2 H and ci 2 A; this can be done
thanks to Proposition 3.1. A consequence of the above claim is that h1; : : : ; hn
generate H . We conclude by defining ai D c�1i .

3.2 Main results

In the present section, we leverage results from Section 3.1 to solve the (MIP) for
certain families of groups. Recall that, without loss of generality, we have assumed
in Section 3.1 that A \ Z.S/ D 1. The following is our first main result.

Theorem 3.3. Assume that p is odd, 2.G/p4.G/ D 1, and CG.2.G// is a max-
imal subgroup of G that is abelian. Then the small group algebra of kG deter-
mines G up to isomorphism. Moreover, the (MIP) has a positive answer for G.

Proof. Set C D CG.2.G//, and let H be another group base of kG, which we
consider to be embedded in the group S of normalized units of the small group
algebra of kG. Then Proposition 3.1 yields that S D G Ì A D H Ì A. Now, by
Proposition 2.3 (1), we have 2.G/ D 2.H/, from which we derive that

CS .2.S// D CA D CH .2.H//A:
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We will show that, for a certain family of generators g1; : : : ; gn of G, there exist
generating elements h1; : : : ; hn of H satisfying the same relations as g1; : : : ; gn.
To this end, let g1; : : : ; gn be a minimal generating set of G satisfying the follow-
ing:

� C D hg2; : : : ; gni2.G/;

� for j2.G/ W 2.G/ \Gpj D pr�1, the elements g2; : : : ; gr are such that

Œg2; g1�; : : : ; Œgr ; g1�

form a basis of 2.G/ modulo 2.G/ \Gp.

The following ensures the existence of such a generating set. Since C is abelian,
2.G/D Œhg1i;C �, and since ŒC;2.G/�D 1, we have that 3.G/D Œhg1i; 2.G/�.
Now let a1; : : : ; an be as in Lemma 3.2 and observe that CH D CH .2.H// is
generated by g2a2; : : : ; gnan modulo 2.H/. Thanks to Bagiński’s invariant from
Section 2.4 (9), the groups C and CH are maximal subgroups respectively in G
and H , and both of them are abelian. In other words, for each i; j 2 ¹2; : : : ; nº,
it holds that Œgiai ; gjaj � D Œgi ; gj � D 1. Denote by g the vector .g1; : : : ; gn/, and
for each ı D .ı1; : : : ; ın/ 2 Zn, write gı D gı1

1 : : : g
ın
n . For each i 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº,

we now choose ˇi 2 2.G/ D 2.H/ such that it satisfies

Œˇi ; g1� D .Œai ; g1�Œgi ; a1�/
�1:

Define, moreover, for each i , the element hi to be giˇiai and h D .h1; : : : ; hn/.
Then, for i; j; ` 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº, the following hold:

� for i; j � 2, one has
Œhi ; hj � D Œgi ; gj �

because A2.G/ is abelian and Œgiai ; gjaj � D 1;

� Œhi ; h1� D Œgi ; g1� thanks to the definition of the ˇi ’s,

Œhi ; h1� D Œgiˇiai ; g1a1� D Œgiˇiai ; g1�Œgi ; a1� D Œgi ; g1�Œˇiai ; g1�Œgi ; a1�

D Œgi ; g1�Œˇi ; g1�Œai ; g1�Œgi ; a1� D Œgi ; g1�I

� Œhi ; hj ; h`� D Œgi ; gj ; g`� because ŒG;A� � 3.G/ � Z.G/;

� for each ı 2 pZn, one has hı D gı because ŒA2.G/;G� is central in S , 2.G/
is elementary abelian, and p is odd.

This shows that G and H have the same presentations in terms of g1; : : : ; gn and
h1; : : : ; hn, respectively. So, in particular, G and H are isomorphic.
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The small group algebra has been used to (positively) solve the (MIP) for 2-
generated groups G satisfying 2.G/p4.G/ D 1 (see [20]). Extending the last
result to 3-generated groups is not straightforward; Theorem 3.5 is a first step in
this direction.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that G has class 3 and jG W ˆ.G/j D jG W Z2.G/j D p3.
Then the following hold:

(1) j2.G/ W 3.G/j � p3;

(2) there exists a unique subgroup KG of G, containing Z2.G/, with the property
that the following sequence induced by the commutator map is exact:

1! ^2.KG=Z2.G//! ^2.G=Z2.G//! 2.G/=�.G/! 1:

(3) if j2.G/ W �.G/j D p3, then KG D Z2.G/;

(4) if j2.G/ W �.G/j < p3, then j2.G/ W �.G/j D p2 andKG is maximal inG.

Proof. It follows from the assumptions that ˆ.G/ D Z2.G/. Now, to lighten the
notation, we write U D G=ˆ.G/, which is a 3-dimensional vector space over k.
Since 2.G/ is elementary abelian, the commutator map induces a bilinear map
U � U ! 2.G/=3.G/. The last map being alternating, the universal property
of wedge products induces a surjective linear map ^2U ! 2.G/=3.G/, and as
^2U has dimension 3, the first claim follows.

We now prove (2), (3), (4) simultaneously. For this, note that 3.G/ � �.G/
and, since ˆ.G/ D Z2.G/, the commutator map induces a non-degenerate alter-
nating map �WU � U ! 2.G/=�.G/. In particular, the dimension of U being
odd, we get that

p2 � j2.G/ W �.G/j � j2.G/ W 3.G/j � p
3:

Now let W be a subspace of U such that the following short exact sequence,
induced by �, is exact:

1! ^2W ! ^2U
Q�
! 2.G/=�.G/! 1:

The existence of W is guaranteed by the following considerations. The dimen-
sion of ^2U being 3, one has that j2.G/ W �.G/j D p3 implies that Q� is injec-
tive and W D 0. In particular, in the last case, W is unique with this property
and KG D Z2.G/. Assume now that j2.G/ W �.G/j D p2. Then Q� has a non-
trivial kernel, and Q� being induced by �, there is a subspace W of U such that
ker Q� D ^2W . The map Q� being surjective, it follows thatW has dimension 2, and
the fact that j2.G/ W �.G/j D p2 ensures that W is unique with this property. In
particular, KG , defined by KG=Z2.G/ D W , is maximal.
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In the remaining part of Section 3, let KG denote the characteristic subgroup
from Lemma 3.4.

Theorem 3.5. Assume that p is odd, 2.G/p4.G/ D 1, and

jG W ˆ.G/j D jG W Z2.G/j D p3:

IfG has class 3, assume, furthermore, that ŒŒKG ; G�; G� � ŒKG ; 2.G/�. Then the
isomorphism type of G is determined by the unit group of the small group algebra
of kG. Moreover, the (MIP) has a positive answer for G.

Proof. If 3.G/ D 1, then the result follows from the work of Sandling, cf. Sec-
tion 2.4 (6). Assume now that 3.G/ ¤ 1, so it follows from the assumptions that
ˆ.G/ D Z2.G/. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.3, let H be another group
base of kG, which we consider to be embedded in the group S of normalized units
of the small group algebra of kG. Then the equality S D G Ì A D H Ì A holds
by Proposition 3.1, and 2.G/ D 2.H/ by Proposition 2.3 (1). We will show that,
for a certain family of generators g1; g2; g3 of G, there exist generating elements
h1; h2; h3 ofH satisfying the same relations as g1; g2; g3. We will study two cases
separately.

First, suppose that j2.G/ W �.G/j D p3, and let g1; g2; g3 be any minimal
generating set of G. By Lemma 3.2, there are elements a1; a2; a3 in A such that
hi D giai generateH . We will show that h1; h2; h3 already satisfy the same rela-
tions as g1; g2; g3. From Lemma 3.4, we know thatKG DZ2.G/, �.G/D 3.G/,
and the commutators Œg2; g1�; Œg3; g1�; Œg3; g2� form a basis of 2.G/ modulo
3.G/ and they do not lie in Gp. Notice that, for i; j; ` 2 ¹1; 2; 3º and m any
positive integer, we have

� Œgi ; gj � � Œhi ; hj � mod 3.G/ because ŒG;A� � 3.G/,

� Œgi ; gj ; g`� D Œhi ; hj ; h`� as ŒG;A� � Z.G/,

� g
pm

i D h
pm

i because A2.G/ is elementary abelian, ŒG;A� is central, and p is
odd.

It follows that h1, h2, and h3 satisfy the same relations as g1, g2, and g3.
We now consider the case j2.G/ W �.G/j D p2, which is the only case left in

view of Lemma 3.4. By Lemma 3.4, the subgroupKG is maximal inG. We choose
a generating set g1; g2; g3 of G such that g2; g3 2 KG , and so, by Lemma 3.2,
there exist a1; a2; a3 2 A such that g1a1; g2a2; g3a3 generate H . Let ˇ2 and ˇ3
be elements of 2.G/ such that

Œˇ3; g2�Œg3; ˇ2� D .Œa3; g2�Œg3; a2�/
�1:
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Note that such ˇ2; ˇ3 exist because Œa3; g2�Œg3; a2� 2 ŒKG ; G;G� � ŒKG ; 2.G/�
and g2; g3 form a basis ofKG modulo 2.G/Z.G/. Set h1D g1a1, h2D g2ˇ2a2,
and h3 D g3ˇ3a3. As 2.G/ D 2.H/, we know that h2 and h3 are elements
of H . Now Œg2; g1� and Œg3; g1� form a basis of 2.G/ modulo �.G/ and do not
lie in Gp. So, for i; j; ` 2 ¹1; 2; 3º and m any positive integer, we have

� Œg2; g1� � Œh2; h1� modulo 3.G/ and Œg3; g1� � Œh3; h1� modulo 3.G/ be-
cause ŒG;A� � 3.G/,

� Œh3; h2� D Œg3; g2�Œˇ3; g2�Œg3; ˇ2�Œa3; g2�Œg3; a2� D Œg3; g2�,

� Œgi ; gj ; g`� D Œhi ; hj ; h`� since ŒG;A� � Z.G/,

� g
pm

i D h
pm

i because A2.G/ is elementary abelian, ŒG;A� is central, and p is
odd.

This shows that G and H have the same presentations in terms of respectively
g1; g2; g3 and h1; h2; h3, so, in particular, G and H are isomorphic.

3.3 Corollaries and further discussion

The upcoming series of corollaries of our results from Section 3.2 yields a number
of new classes of p-groups of orders p6 and p7 for which the (MIP) is positively
solved.

Corollary 3.6. Assume that p is odd, 2.G/p4.G/ D 1, and

jG W ˆ.G/j D jG W Z2.G/j D p3:

The isomorphism type of G is determined by the normalized units of the small
group algebra of kG if one of the following holds:

(1) j2.G/ W �.G/j D p3,

(2) j3.G/j D p.

Proof. We assume that 3.G/ ¤ 1 as a consequence of Section 2.4 (6). Then, by
Lemma 3.4, the index j2.G/ W �.G/j is either p2 or p3.

If j2.G/ W �.G/j D p3, then Lemma 3.4 yields KG D Z2.G/, and therefore,
we have ŒKG ; G� � Z.G/ and ŒŒKG ; G�; G; � D 1. The claim follows from Theo-
rem 3.5.

Assume now that j3.G/j D p and that j2.G/ W �.G/j D p2 as a consequence
of (1). Then, by Lemma 3.4 (4), the subgroupKG is maximal in G. Now the com-
mutator map

G=CG.2.G// � 2.G/=�.G/! 3.G/
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is a non-degenerate alternating map and, since 2.G/=�.G/ is 2-dimensional,
G=CG.2.G// has dimension 2. In particular, CG.2.G// is different from KG ,
and thus ŒKG ; 2.G/� ¤ 1. It follows that ŒKG ; 2.G/� D 3.G/, and so we are
done by Theorem 3.5.

Corollary 3.7. Assume that jGj D p6, 2.G/p4.G/D 1, and jG W Z2.G/j D p3.
Then the isomorphism type ofG is determined by the normalized units of the small
group algebra of kG.

Proof. The work in [33] covers the case p D 2, and Section 2.4 (6) covers the
case 3.G/ D 1. We assume that p is odd and that 3.G/ ¤ 1. We show that
ˆ.G/ D Z2.G/. The inclusions 2.G/ � ˆ.G/ � Z2.G/ are clear, so we show
that Z2.G/ D 2.G/. The commutator map induces a non-degenerate map

G=Z2.G/ �G=Z2.G/! Z.G/2.G/=Z.G/;

and so, the dimension of G=Z2.G/ being odd, p < jZ.G/2.G/ W Z.G/j � p3.
Moreover, the class of G being 3, we have that j3.G/j � p and 2.G/ is not
central. We derive that Z.G/ D 3.G/ and 3.G/ has order p. In particular, we
have that 2.G/ contains Z.G/ and 2.G/ D Z2.G/ D ˆ.G/. We conclude thanks
to Corollary 3.6.

We remark that, under the conditions that G has class 3, order p6, and 2.G/
is elementary abelian, the only possibilities for the index of Z2.G/ in G are p2

and p3. The latter case is settled by Corollary 3.7, while the case jG W Z2.G/j D p2

cannot be settled within the small group algebra, as Example 3.11 shows.

Remark 3.8 (Isoclinism classes). We briefly discuss here the influence of our re-
sults on the (MIP) for groups of order p6 in terms of isoclinism classes. Following
P. Hall’s definition [32, Definition 4.28], two groups X and Y are isoclinic if there
exist isomorphisms

'WX=Z.X/! Y=Z.Y / and  W 2.X/! 2.Y /

commuting with the commutator map, in other words such that, for each x; x0 2 X ,
one has

 .Œx; x0�/ D Œ'.x/Z.X/; '.x0/Z.X/�:

We rely on the classification in [17] of the 43 isoclinism classes ˆ1; : : : ; ˆ43 of
groups of order at most p6 for p odd. We note that the isomorphism types of the
proper members of the lower central series of a p-group are invariants of its iso-
clinism classes [32, (4.30)]. In particular, Sandling’s condition 2.G/p3.G/ D 1
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is invariant under isoclinism and covers the classes ˆ2, ˆ4, ˆ5, ˆ11, ˆ12, ˆ13,
and ˆ15. The class ˆ1 corresponds to the abelian groups and was already covered
by [10]. The class ˆ14 is covered by [9], while the class ˆ35 is covered by [2].
To the best of our knowledge, no other class is fully covered by existing results.
Theorem 3.3 yields the new classes ˆ3 and ˆ16, while Corollary 3.7 yields the
new classes ˆ31, ˆ32, ˆ33.

Corollary 3.9. Assume that jGj D p7, 2.G/p4.G/ D 1, and

jG W Z2.G/j D jG W ˆ.G/j D p3:

The isomorphism type of G is determined by the normalized units of the small
group algebra of kG if one of the following holds:

(1) j3.G/j D p;

(2) if G has class 3, then ŒKG ; 2.G/� D 3.G/.

Proof. If p D 2, then we are done thanks to work of Wursthorn [7]; assume thus
that p is odd. If 3.G/ D 1, then Section 2.4 (6) yields the claim. Assume that
3.G/ ¤ 1. If j3.G/j D p, then we are done by Corollary 3.6. To conclude, as-
sume that ŒKG ; 2.G/� D 3.G/; then ŒKG ; G;G� � ŒKG ; 2.G/�, and so we are
done by Theorem 3.5.

The groups of order p7 are classified, cf. [18, 21]; however, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no documentation available that allows us to give a precise
count in this case of groups covered by our work as we do in Remark 3.8. Nonethe-
less, if for a fixed class c, we expect all primes larger than c to behave “in a some-
what analogous way for what concerns group counting”, cf. [21, § 1], then we can
hope to learn something about the general scenario for groups of order p7 from
the groups of order 77. The following remark collects computational evidence for
p D 5; 7 in relation to this section’s results.

Remark 3.10 (Computational evidence for p D 5; 7). Denote by f .p; n/ the num-
ber of isomorphism classes of groups of order pn and by Qf .p; n/ the number of
such classes in which a representative has class 3 and derived subgroup of ex-
ponent p. Let, moreover, g.p; n/ denote the number of isomorphism classes of
groups of order pn which satisfy the assumptions of Theorems 3.3 or 3.5. Set

perc.p; n/ D
�
Qf .p; n/=f .p; n/; g.p; n/= Qf .p; n/; g.p; n/=f .p; n/

�
:

The following table collects information on these numbers for p D 5; 7, n D 6; 7.
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p f .p; 6/ Qf .p; 6/ g.p; 6/ perc.p; 6/

5 684 373 68 (0.545, 0.182, 0.099)
7 860 493 72 (0.573, 0.146, 0.084)

p f .p; 7/ Qf .p; 7/ g.p; 7/ perc.p; 7/

5 34297 22436 13459 (0.654, 0.6, 0.392)
7 113147 75948 55429 (0.671, 0.73, 0.49)

Assume p D 5; we expand on the content of the last table. Up to isomorphism,
there are 684 groups of order p6, of which 373 have class 3 and elementary abel-
ian derived subgroup. Under the last assumptions, there are 50 groups G with
CG.2.G// maximal and abelian (and so covered by Theorem 3.3) and 18 groups
with second center of index p3 (covered by Corollary 3.7). On the other hand,
there are 34297 groups of order p7, of which 22436 have class 3 and elementary
abelian derived subgroup. Within this last class, 170 groups are covered by Theo-
rem 3.3 and 13289 groups are given by Corollary 3.9, contributing to a total of
13459 groups. The interpretation for p D 7 is analogous.

The last result of this section is the following example of groups of order 56

with isomorphic small group algebras. Example 3.11 demonstrates that it is not
possible to apply the same strategy adopted by Salim and Sandling for the groups
of order p5 (see [26–28]) to the groups of order p6, though some of the tech-
niques from this section resemble theirs; see for example [25, Lemma 6.1]. We
recall indeed that the work of Salim and Sandling builds upon three main sub-
cases: groups that are determined by known group theoretical invariants, groups
of maximal class [28], and the remaining groups, having class at most 3 and ele-
mentary abelian derived subgroup, are shown to be determined by the unit group
of the small group algebra, cf. [27] and [25, Chapter 6].

Example 3.11. Let G D SG.56; 553/, H D SG.56; 554/. It can be checked using
GAP that G and H share all known group theoretical invariants. We will show
that the unit groups of the small group algebras of kG and kH are isomorphic.
We will do so by displaying a normal subgroup of S D V.kG=I.kG/I.k2.G///
satisfying the same relations as H . It will be clear from the presentations of G
and H that both groups are 4-generated of class 3 and satisfy

2.G/
p4.G/ D 2.H/

p4.H/ D 1I

it thus makes sense to work at the level of small group algebras.
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The Small Groups Library in GAP provides the following polycyclic presenta-
tions of the two groups in question, where trivial commutators are omitted:

G D hg1; g2; g3; g4; g5; g6 j g
5
1 D g

25
2 D g

25
3 D g

5
4 D g

5
5 D g

5
6 D 1;

Œg2; g1� D g6; Œg4; g3� D g5; Œg5; g4� D g6;

g52 D g
5
3 D g

�1
6 i;

H D hh1; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6 j h
5
1 D h

25
2 D h

25
3 D h

5
4 D h

5
5 D h

5
6 D 1;

Œh2; h1� D h6; Œh4; h3� D h5; Œh5; h4� D h6;

h52 D h
5
3 D h

�2
6 i:

Since our methods are more suitable for controlling differences between commu-
tators rather than between p-th powers, we translate the last presentations to

G D hg1; g2; g3; g4; g5; g6 j g
5
1 D g

25
2 D g

25
3 D g

5
4 D g

5
5 D g

5
6 D 1;

Œg2; g1� D g
�1
6 ; Œg4; g3� D g5; Œg5; g4� D g

�1
6 ;

g52 D g
5
3 D g6i;

H D hh1; h2; h3; h4; h5; h6 j h
5
1 D h

25
2 D h

25
3 D h

5
4 D h

5
5 D h

5
6 D 1;

Œh2; h1� D h
2
6; Œh4; h3� D h5; Œh5; h4� D h

2
6;

h52 D h
5
3 D h6i:

(3.1)

We note that A D A.Gjg1; : : : ; g4/=.A \Z.S// is generated by the elements
a D 1C Ng3 Ng4 and b D 1C Ng24 . Moreover, one can compute that

CS .b/ D hA; 2.G/; g1; g2; g4i

and Œg3; b� D Œg3; g4; g4� D Œg�15 ; g4� D g6. Now define

Qh1 D g
�2
1 b�2; Qh2 D g2; Qh3 D g

�2
2 g�23 ; Qh4 D g4;

and set QH D h Qh1; Qh2; Qh3; Qh4i. We claim that QH \ A D 1 and QH Š H . To this end,
define

Qh5 D Œ Qh4; Qh3� D Œg4; g
�2
2 g�23 � D Œg4; g

�2
3 � D g�25 and Qh6 D Qh

5
2 D g6:

We will show that the relations of QH with respect to the generators Qh1; : : : ; Qh6 are
exactly those from H ’s presentation in (3.1). It is not difficult to show that

Qh51 D
Qh252 D

Qh253 D
Qh54 D 1 and Qh53 D .g

�2
2 g�23 /5 D g�46 D g6 D

Qh6;
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settling the p-th powers. Moreover, we compute

Œ Qh2; Qh1� D Œg2; g
�2
1 b�2� D Œg2; g1�

�2
D g26 D

Qh26;

Œ Qh3; Qh1� D Œg
�2
2 g�23 ; g�21 b�2� D Œg�22 ; g�21 �Œg�23 ; b�2� D g6g

�1
6 D 1;

Œ Qh4; Qh1� D Œg4; g
�2
1 b�2� D 1;

Œ Qh3; Qh2� D Œg
�2
2 g�23 ; g2� D 1;

Œ Qh4; Qh2� D Œg4; g2� D 1;

Œ Qh5; Qh1� D Œ Qh5; Qh2� D Œ Qh5; Qh3� D 1;

Œ Qh5; Qh4� D Œg
�2
5 ; g4� D Œg5; g4�

�2
D g26 D

Qh26:

Since Qh6 is clearly central in QH , all the relations from (3.1) hold. This shows that
QH is isomorphic to H , implying that the unit groups of the small group algebras

of kG and kH are isomorphic. Having a closer look on the elements of QH , we
see that they are also linearly independent in kG=I.kG/I.k2.G//, as so are the
elements of G. So QH is a group basis of kG=I.kG/I.k2.G//. Hence the small
group algebras of G and H are also isomorphic.

We close the present section with an account of the history of pairs of groups
that are not told apart by the small group algebra. To the best of our knowledge, the
first example appearing in the literature dates back to [1, Section 4] and concerns
groups of order at least p5, of maximal class with an elementary abelian maximal
subgroup (in particular the fourth element of the lower central series is, in this
case, non-trivial). In [15], the authors display groups of order 16 and 32 with the
same relative small group algebra; for all such groups, the derived subgroup is
cyclic of order 4, so the considered small group algebra is different from the one
from this paper. We also wish to mention two examples that are mentioned in
the literature, but were never published. The first one, attributed to Kimmerle and
Scott, figures in [29, Footnote 6.e after 6.25 from Chapter 6] and [15]. The second
one, attributed to Wursthorn, concerns four groups of order 55 and maximal class
that have all isomorphic small group algebras and is referred to in [28, page 1073].

4 Lower central series invariants

In [9], the (MIP) is solved for 2-generated p-groups of class 2, while in [20, Propo-
sition 2.5], it is solved for 2-generated groups of class 3 in which the derived sub-
group is elementary abelian. In this section, we consider 2-generated groups of
class 3, but drop the assumption that the derived subgroup is elementary abelian.
The main result of this section is the following.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that p is odd andH is a group such that kG Š kH . Assume
moreover thatG is 2-generated with 3.G/ central of exponent p. ThenH has the
same class as G, and for each integer i � 2, one has i .G/ Š i .H/.

Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, proving that 3.G/ Š 3.H/ turns out
to be the most challenging task. Indeed, the number j3.G/j is not a known group
theoretical invariant and cannot be derived from known group theoretical invari-
ants either, as the following example shows.

Example 4.2. For G D SG.37; 19/ and H D SG.37; 43/, a quick check using the
software of [20] shows that G andH share all known group theoretical invariants,
but do not satisfy j3.G/j D j3.H/j.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that G has class 3, 2.G/=3.G/ is cyclic, and 3.G/ is
elementary abelian. Then �.G/ D 2.G/p3.G/ and �.G/ is maximal in 2.G/.

Proof. The subgroup 3.G/ is contained in �.G/, and the commutator map

G � 2.G/! 3.G/

is bilinear. It follows that 2.G/p is contained in �.G/, and so, 2.G/=3.G/
being cyclic, we get that �.G/ D 2.G/p3.G/ has index p in G.

Proposition 4.4. Assume that G has class 3, 2.G/=3.G/ is cyclic, and 3.G/ is
elementary abelian. Let, moreover, H be a group such that kG Š kH . Then H
has class 3, the quotient 2.H/=3.H/ is cyclic, 2.G/ Š 2.H/, and 3.H/ is
elementary abelian.

Proof. Thanks to the list in Section 2.4, we know that

(1) G=2.G/ Š H=2.H/,

(2) �.G/ Š �.H/,

(3) for each n, Dn.2.G//=DnC1.2.G// Š Dn.2.H//=DnC1.2.H//.

From .1/ and .2/ combined with Lemma 4.3, we derive that �.H/ is maximal in
2.H/, and in particular, H has class at least 2 and 2.H/ is abelian. We next
show that 3.H/ is contained in �.H/; for a contradiction, we assume that this
is not the case. It follows that 2.H/ D �.H/3.H/, and so, �.H/ being central
in H , we get that

3.H/ D ŒH; 2.H/� D ŒH; �.H/3.H/� D ŒH; 3.H/� D 4.H/:
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In particular, H has class 2, contradicting Section 2.4 (8). This proves that H has
class 3. The fact that the abelian groups 2.G/ and 2.H/ are isomorphic follows
from (3).

We now claim that �.H/ D 2.H/p3.H/. For this, assume first that 2.H/
does not have exponent p. We remark that, by Lemma 4.3, we have that

�.G/ D 2.G/
p3.G/;

and 2.G/=3.G/ being cyclic, we also have that �.G/ D �exp.2.G//=p.2.G//.
Given the isomorphism type of 2.G/, this is the only subgroup of 2.G/ that is
isomorphic to �.G/. It follows from (2) that

�.H/ D �exp.2.H//=p.2.H// D 2.H/
p3.H/

and thus that 2.H/=3.H/ is cyclic. Now, 2.H/p and 3.H/ being central, we
have that

3.H/
p
D ŒH; 2.H/�

p
D ŒH; 2.H/

p� D 1;

equivalently 3.H/ has exponent p.
Assume now that 2.G/p D 1. Then 2.G/ is elementary abelian and so is

2.H/. In particular, 3.H/ is elementary abelian. Now, relying on Section 2.4 (6),
the (Sandling) quotients G=3.G/ and H=3.H/ are isomorphic, and so we have
j3.G/j D j3.H/j. Since 2.G/=3.G/ is cyclic, the equalities

j2.G/ W 3.G/j D p D j2.H/ W 3.H/j

hold, proving that 2.H/=3.H/ is cyclic.

Lemma 4.5. Let X be a 2-generated p-group of class 3 such that 3.X/ is ele-
mentary abelian. Let, moreover, JX be a subgroup of X containing

T D ˆ.2.X// \ 3.X/

such that JX=T D CX=T .2.X/=T /. Then the following hold:

(1) p � j3.X/j � p2;

(2) jX W JX j D p;

(3) if j3.X/j D p2, then ˆ.X/ ¤ Xp3.X/.

Proof. Since X is 2-generated, the quotient 2.X/=3.X/ is cyclic, and thus the
commutator map induces a surjective homomorphism

X=ˆ.X/˝ 2.X/=�.X/! 3.X/:
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As a consequence of Lemma 4.3, the index j2.X/ W �.X/j is p, and thus we have
j3.X/j � jX=ˆ.X/j D p

2. Since X is assumed to have class 3, we also have
j3.X/j � p. Let 'WX ! X=T be the natural projection. It follows from (1) and
the fact that 2.X/=3.X/ is cyclic that 3.'.X// has order p. Now, the commu-
tator map induces a non-degenerate bilinear map

'.X/='.JX / � 2.'.X//=�.'.X//! 3.'.X//;

and so, 3.'.X// having order p, we derive jX W JX j D j2.X/ W �.X/j D p. To
conclude, assume that j3.X/j D p2 and, for a contradiction,ˆ.X/ D Xp3.X/.
Then the commutator map induces a bilinear map

X=ˆ.X/ �Xp3.X/=�.X/! 3.X/

whose image generates 3.X/. From the fact that 3.X/ is elementary abelian, we
get that the last bilinear map has a non-trivial right kernel, and thus j3.X/j has
order at most p1�logp jX

p3.X/W�.X/j D p, a contradiction.

The remaining part of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
To this end, the following assumptions will hold until the end of Section 4. Assume
p is odd, and let H be a p-group such that kG Š kH . Assume, additionally, that
G is 2-generated with 3.G/ central of exponent p. Without loss of generality,
we assume that kG D kH , and so we view G and H as group bases of the same
modular group algebra. If the class of G is smaller than 3, then it follows from [9]
that G Š H and in particular Theorem 4.1 holds. We assume that G has class 3.

From group theoretical invariants and Proposition 4.4, we know thatH is 2-gen-
erated of class 3, 2.G/ Š 2.H/, and 3.H/ is elementary abelian. We will show
that j3.G/j D j3.H/j. For a contradiction, we assume that j3.G/j < j3.H/j.

We fix the notation. Let gG ; hG and gH ; hH be generators of G andH , respec-
tively. In case it is clear which group we are considering, we will omit indices. As
a consequence of Lemma 4.5 (2), we assume without loss of generality that hG and
hH are elements of JG and JH , respectively. Set c D Œg; h�, and let ptC1 denote
the order of c. Observe that, thanks to Lemma 4.5 (1), we have that j3.G/j D p
and j3.H/j D p2. Summarizing, in both groups, we have

c D Œg; h�; jcj D ptC1; Œc; g� D d ¤ 1; dp D 1;

while, up to possible rescaling (namely up to possibly replacing gH with a power),
the following hold independently:

ŒcG ; hG � D 1; 3.G/ D hŒcG ; gG �i D hdGi;

ŒcH ; hH � D c
pt

H ; 3.H/ D hŒcH ; hH �; ŒcH ; gH �i D hc
pt

H i � hdH i:
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From the fact that 2.G/ and 2.H/ are isomorphic, it follows that

2.G/ D hcGi � hdGi and 2.H/ D hcH i � hdH i:

Moreover, from Lemma 2.1, we derive that ŒGp
tC1

; G� D ŒHptC1

;H � D 1, while,
for any integer i , the following hold:

Œhigp
t

; h� ¤ 1 and Œg; hp
t

gi � ¤ 1:

Let Gab D G=2.G/ denote the abelianization of G, as in Section 2.5, and let

� WG ! G=Gp
tC1

2.G/ Š G
ab=.Gab/p

tC1

denote the natural projection. Then �.gG/ and �.hG/ both have order ptC1 and
�.G/ D h�.gG/i ˚ h�.hG/i. It follows, for every ` � t C 1, that

.Gp
`

nGp
tC1

/ \ 2.G/ � hc
p`

G i;

and an analogous statement can be derived for H by looking at H=HptC1

2.H/.
Note that, if t D 0, then Section 2.4 (6) yields that G Š H , and so Theorem 4.1
follows. We assume that t � 1. We fix, moreover, r to be an integer such that, for
any other integer r0, one has wt.crGdG/ � wt.cr0

G dG/.

Lemma 4.6. The following hold:

(1) wt.cG/ D wt.cH / D 2;

(2) for each ` � t , one has wt.gp
`

G / D wt.hp
`

G / D wt.gp
`

H / D wt.hp
`

H / D p
`;

(3) for X 2 ¹G;H º, there exists a Jennings tuple J D .g1; : : : ; gm/ of X satisfy-
ing

¹g1; : : : ; gmº � ¹g; g
p; : : : ; gp

t

; h; hp; : : : ; hp
t

; c; cp; : : : ; cp
t

º

[

´
; if X D H;
¹crdº if X D G;

and, if i; j 2 ¹1; : : : ;mº and ` � t are such that gi D hp
`

and gj D gp
`

, then
i < j .

Proof. To lighten the notation, we will avoid the use of indices in this proof.
(1) Thanks to Lemma 4.5 (3), the element c is not a product of p-th powers and

has thus weight 2.
(2) Since gp

t

and hp
t

are not elements of the derived subgroup, we have, for
all ` � t , that wt.gp

`

/ D wt.hp
`

/ D p`.
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(3) We will prove the existence of J for X D G; similar arguments apply toH .
We define

� D ¹g; gp; : : : ; gp
t

; h; hp; : : : ; hp
t

; c; cp; : : : ; cp
t

º:

To show that the elements of � figure as entries of a Jennings tuple of G, we shall
show that elements of � with the same weight i in G are linearly independent
modulo DiC1.G/. For non-negative integers i; j < t , it follows from the prop-
erties of the dimension subgroups that wt.gp

i

/ D wt.gp
j

/ if and only if i D j ;
analogously, it holds that

wt.hp
i

/ D wt.hp
j

/ or wt.cp
i

/ D wt.cp
j

/

if and only if i D j .
We proceed by showing that, for any ` � t , the weight of cp

`

is different from
the weight of any other element in � . If wt.cp

`

/ D 2p`, the same argument as
above yields the claim. Assume now that, for some ` � t , one has

wt.cp
`

/ ¤ 2p`;

equivalently that cp
`

2 D2p`C1.G/ D G
p`C1

. From the inclusion

.Gp
`C1

nGp
tC1

/ \ 2.G/ � hc
p`C1

i;

we conclude that cp
`

2 Gp
tC1

, and so cp
`

has weight larger than that of any
element in the set ¹g; gp; : : : ; gp

t

; h; hp; : : : ; hp
t

º.
We have proven that the only elements in � having the same weight come in

pairs .gp
`

; hp
`

/ for ` � t . Moreover, two elements gp
`

and hp
`

are linearly in-
dependent in Dp`.G/=Dp`C1.G/ as they span the 2-dimensional k-vector space
.Gab/p

`

=.Gab/p
`C1

. In the choice of the Jennings tuple J, we take without loss of
generality hp

`

to precede gp
`

.
We finally assume, for a contradiction, that crd has the same weight as some

other element of � . Note that, as d 2 3.G/, we have wt.crd/� 3. If wt.crd/D 3,
we are reduced to considering the case p D 3 and showing that g3, h3, and crd are
linearly independent in D3.G/=D4.G/ D G32.G/33.G/=G92.G/3. Now, if
g3, h3, and crd are linearly dependent, then there exist integers 0 � i1; i2; i3 � 2,
of which at least two are non-zero modulo 3, such that

.h3/i1.g3/i2.crd/i3 2 G92.G/
3:

It then follows that �..h3/i1.g3/i2/ 2 .Gab/9, contradicting the structure of �.G/.
Assume now, for some integer s, that wt.crd/ D ps > 3. It follows that

crd 2 Gp
s

nGp
sC1

:
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If s � t , then the inclusion

.Gp
sC1

nGp
tC1

/ \ 2.G/ � hc
psC1

i

provides a contradiction. So s � t C 1, and in particular, crd has weight different
from the weights of any gp

`

; hp
`

with `� t . In conclusion, if, for some `� t , the
elements crd and cp` are linearly dependent modulo Dwt.crd/C1.G/, there is an
integer m such that wt.crd.cp

`

/m/ > wt.crd/, contradicting the choice of r .

We fix Jennings tuples of G and H and assume them to satisfy the properties
listed in Lemma 4.6. Let, moreover, m be an integer such that, for any integer m0,
one has

wt.cp
t

G d
m
G / � wt.cp

t

G d
m0

G /:

Set w D wt.cp
t

G d
m
G /, and observe that

wt.cG/ > wt.cpG/ > � � � > wt.cp
t

G / � wt.cp
t

dm/ D w:

In particular, no element among cG ; c
p
G ; : : : ; c

pt

G has weight bigger than w.
Until the end of this section, let K be the smallest ideal of kG containing dG

and I.kG/2w . We define

Z D Z.kG/CK=K and �0p.Z/ D ¹a 2 Z j a
p
D 0º:

By abuse of notation, we will denote the elements of Z as they were elements of
kG. Then �0p.Z/ is a k-vector space containing

c
pt

G ; c
pt

H ; and dH

in which, by definition of K , the image of cp
t

G is non-trivial (see also (4.1) below).
We fix a subspace L of �0p.Z/ such that

�0p.Z/ D hc
pt

G i ˚ L

and let L be the ideal of kG containing K such that L=K D L. There then exist
˛ and ˇ in k such that

dH � ˛c
pt

G mod L and c
pt

H � ˇc
pt

G mod L:

Moreover, modulo L, the following equalities hold:

0 6� c
pt

G d
m D c

pt

G C d
m
G C c

pt

G d
m
G � c

pt

G mod L;

and therefore 0 � c
pt

G d
m2 � c

pt

G
2 mod L:

(4.1)

We let 'LW kG ! kG=L be the canonical projection.
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Lemma 4.7. One has ˇ ¤ 0.

Proof. Write jGj D pm, and denote by J D .g1; : : : ; gm/ the chosen Jennings
tuple of G. As remarked in Section 2.3, any element of G can be written as

mY
iD1

g
˛i

i with 0 � ˛i � p � 1:

Let Qw be the weight of cp
t

H and note that, by the theory of Zassenhaus ideals,
cf. Section 2.3, we can write

c
pt

H D NaC y; where a 2 D Qw.G/; y 2 I.kG/
QwC1:

Let 0 � ˛1; : : : ; ˛m � p � 1 be such that a D
Qm
iD1 g

˛i

i . Thanks to Lemma 2.2,
we have

Na D

mX
iD1

˛igi C r;

where the Jennings basis elements in the support of r are products of at least two
elements from J and are linearly independent from the elements in J. Note that
the weight of Na is the smallest weight among the weights of gi ’s satisfying ˛i ¤ 0.
As the weight of Na is equal to Qw, we conclude that ˛i D 0 whenever the weight
of gi is smaller than Qw and there must exist an i such that gi has weight Qw and
˛i ¤ 0.

Observe now that
c
pt

H 2 kGI.k2.G//;

as the ideal kGI.k2.G// is canonical. It follows that, in the expression of cp
t

H as
linear combination of elements in the Jennings basis on J, each support element
features a factor from 2.G/, cf. Section 2.3. In particular, if the weight of gi is Qw
and ˛i ¤ 0, then gi 2 2.G/.

We write cH 2 kGI.k2.G// since cH D ı1cG C ı2dG for some ı1; ı2 2 kG.
As 2.G/ is abelian and dGp D 0, Lemma 2.2 yields elements "0; : : : ; "p�1 2 kG
such that

c
pt

H D cH
pt

D .ı1cG C ı2dG/
pt

D

p�1X
jD0

"j cG
pt�jdG

j :

As dG is central in G and ŒcG ; kG� � kGdG , the elements of J in the support
of "j cGp

t�jdG
j have at least pt factors from ¹cG ; dGº. However, at the same
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time, there is an element gi in the support of Na such that gi 2 2.G/, i.e. gi is an
element from

¹cG ; : : : ; c
pt

G ; c
r
GdGº:

It follows that, if gi D c
pt

G , then ˛i ¤ 0 and in particular ˇ ¤ 0.

Lemma 4.8. There exists ı 2 k such that dH .c
pt

H /
ı � 1 mod L.

Proof. Define ı D �˛ˇ�1 and observe that ı is well-defined thanks to Lemma 4.7.
As a consequence of (4.1), one has

c
pt

H
2
� 0 mod L;

and so we compute

dH .cH /ıp
t
� dH C ıc

pt

H C ıdH � c
pt

H

� ˛c
pt

G C ıˇc
pt

G C ˛ˇıc
pt

G
2
� 0 mod L:

Removing bars yields the claim.

For the remaining part of Section 4, let A denote the algebra

A D kG=L D kH=L:

If dH … L, then we replace gH by gHhıH , where ı is chosen as in Lemma 4.8.
This choice has no influence on the results from this section; nonetheless, it guar-
antees that dH 2 L. In particular, the images of gH and cH in A commute. Our
strategy is to show that the ideal ŒA;A�A \ Z.A/ has conflicting properties, when
viewed as an ideal of kG=L or kH=L, respectively. The choice of the ideal is
inspired by Sandling’s argument [29, Lemma 6.10] relying on the ideal

ŒkX; kX�kX \Z.kX/

of kX to show that the isomorphism type of �.X/ is an invariant of kX ; cf. Sec-
tion 2.4 (5). We point out that, under our assumptions, we have indeed that

�.'L.G// 6Š �.'L.H//:

Compared to [29, Lemma 6.10], however, we do not have a well-understood basis
of the center of A resulting in more complicated calculations on our side.

Lemma 4.9. There exists x 2 I.kG/3 \ kGI.2.kG// such that

'L.cH C x/ 2 ŒA;A�A \ Z.A/

and Œx; cG � � Œx; cH � � Œx; gH � � 0 mod L hold.
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Proof. The elements cG and cH both belong to the canonical ideal kGI.k2.G//
and have weight 2; moreover, modulo I.kG/3, they are, up to invertible scalars,
unique with this property. It follows that there exist elements

x 2 I.kG/3 \ kGI.2.kG// and � 2 k�

such that
'L.cH C x/ D 'L.�cG/ 2 ŒA;A�A \ Z.A/:

For such an x, we use the facts that 'L.cG/ is central and Œ'L.cH /; 'L.gH /� D 0
to derive that

0 D Œ'L.x/; 'L.cG/� D Œ'L.x/; 'L.cH /� D Œ'L.x/; 'L.gH /�:

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We will show that the element x introduced in Lemma 4.9
cannot exist, which will provide a contradiction to kG D kH .

As a generating set of A as a vector space, we will use the image under 'L of
the Jennings basis of kG D kH obtained from the Jennings tuple ofH . To lighten
the notation, we will drop the index H in our calculations. Moreover, we will
abuse notation and denote the elements of A in the same way we denote elements
in kH , e.g. we will write Nd D 0. As x 2 ŒA;A�A, any base element in the support
of x features a factor Nc and has weight at least 3. Moreover, as a consequence of
Lemma 4.9, the element Nc C x is central, so in particular . Nc C x/h D Nc C x. From
the equalities Œc; h� D cp

t

and Œg; h� D c and Lemma 2.2, we derive

Nch D Nc C cp
t
C Nccp

t and Ngh D Ng C Nc C Ng Nc; (4.2)

from which it follows that

xh � x D Nc � Nch D �cp
t
� Nccp

t
: (4.3)

We will show that (4.3) cannot hold. We start by showing that, to this aim, we
can restrict our computations to a specific subset of the support elements of x.
We can ignore central base elements because they do not contribute to xh � x.
Moreover, if a support element y contains a factor from ¹ Nh; hp; : : : ; hpt

º, then, as
a consequence of (4.2) and the choice of the Jennings basis, this factor will also be
present in any support element of yh. Finally, assume that y is in the support of x
and contains a central factor from HptC1 which does not lie in 2.H/. Then the
projection of yh � y onto the linear subspace spanned by

cp
t and Nccp

t

is 0 as this central factor cannot be eliminated by conjugation. So considering y
cannot influence the satisfiability of (4.3).
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To show that x cannot satisfy (4.3), we assume without loss of generality that
each element y in the support of x is of the form Ngi Ncj , where i and j are non-
negative integers with j > 0. The positivity of j follows from x being in ŒA;A�A,
and we have used the intercommutativity of Ng and Nc to simplify the notation. Each
such support element y can be written as

y D Ngi0gpi1 : : : gp
t it Ncj0cpj1 : : : cp

t jt ;

where 0 � i0; : : : ; it ; j0; : : : ; jt < p and

i0 C pi1 C � � � C p
t it D i and j0 C pj1 C � � � C p

tjt D j

are the p-adic expansions of i and j . Following this notation, we compute

yh D . Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i0 : : : .gp
t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/it

. Nc C cp
t
C Nccp

t
/j0cpj1 : : : cp

t jt : (4.4)

Now, if a certain y D Ngi Ncj is in the support of x and the support of yh � y con-
tains an element Qy different from cp

t and Nccpt , then there must be another sup-
port element y0 in x such that .y0/h � y0 also contains Qy in its support. Rely-
ing on the last observation, we will show that y is not in the support of x for
1 � i; j � pt � 1. Note that it is sufficient to show that no y satisfying these con-
ditions on i and j is an element in the support of x as only in these cases yh � y
can contain cpt as an element in the support and cpt is an element necessary
for (4.3) to hold. Our restrictions, in particular, imply it D jt D 0 in (4.4).

We will prove the impossibility of any such y coming up in the support of x by
induction on triples of the form .`; j; r/, where i D p`.sp � r/ for some integer s,
ordered lexicographically. Observe that the entries of such triples range over

0 � ` � t � 1; 1 � j � pt � 1; 1 � r � p � 1:

When considering yh � y, note that the elements in the support are those which
can be gotten from multiplying explicitly in (4.4) with the exception of the element

Ngi0 : : : gp
t it Ncj0 : : : cp

t jt D y:

In particular, working with the factor . Nc C cpt
C Nccp

t
/j0cpj1 : : : cp

t jt in (4.4),
we derive the following trick.

Trick. If yh � y contains an element Ngi
0

Ncj
0

in its support with j 0 < j C pt � 1,
then at least one of the factors in Ncj

0

comes from the product

. Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i0 : : : .gp
t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/it :
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Note that, if j 0 is of the form j 0 � j C p` for some ` belonging to the induction
range, then the trick is always applicable.

For the induction base, assume .`; j; r/ D .0; 1; 1/. Then, for some s, we have
i D sp � 1 and the element Ngsp�1 Nc2 is in the support of yh � y and y is the only
element with this property. Indeed, let y0 D Ngi

0

Ncj
0

be such that Ngsp�1 Nc2 is in the
support of y0h � y0, and compute

.y0/h D . Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i
0
0 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t

. Nc C cp
t
C Nccp

t
/j
0
0 cpj1 : : : cp

t j 0t : (4.5)

As the support of .y0/h � y0 contains an element featuring the factor Nc exactly
twice, we deduce that 1 � j 0 � 2. Moreover, the factor

.gp C cp C gp cp/i
0
1 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t

does not contribute a factor Nc, as the smallest available factor is Ncp. The factor
Ngsp�1 can only be obtained from the subproduct

. Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i
0
0 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t ;

and . Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i
0
0 being the only candidate able to contribute a factor Nc, the

index i 0 must equal ps � 1. Combining the trick with the fact that one factor Nc is
contributed by

. Nc C cp
t
C Nccp

t
/j
0
0cpj1 : : : cp

t j 0t ;

we conclude that j 0 D 1.
We proceed with the induction step. Write i D p`.sp � r/, and assume that

the triples satisfying .`0; j 0; r 0/ < .`; j; r/ have been excluded. We claim that the
element Ngp

`.sp�r/ NcjCp
`

is in the support of yh � y and assume that this element
also appears in the support of y0h � y0 for some y0, presented as in (4.5) and
associated to the triple .`0; j 0; r 0/. It follows from the induction hypothesis that
i 00 D � � � D i

0
`�1
D 0. We note that, for the factor Ngp

`.ps�r/ to be realizable, it is
necessary that i 0

`
¤ 0 and `0 D `. The induction hypothesis yields j 0 � j , and the

factor

.gp
`C1
C cp

`C1
C gp

`C1
cp

`C1
/i
0
`C1 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t

cannot contribute to the factor Ncj
0

as its minimum contribution would be Ncp
`C1

.
On the other hand, since j 0 � j C p`, the trick ensures that the product

. Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i
0
0 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t
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contributes the factor Ncj
0

. The minimum contribution is Ncp
`

, as

i 00 D � � � D i
0
`�1 D 0:

The maximal possible contribution being NcjCp
`

, we conclude that j D j 0. It fol-
lows from the induction hypothesis that r 0 � r . In particular, to obtain the factor
Ngp

`.sp�r/, the product

. Ng C Nc C Ng Nc/i
0
0 : : : .gp

t
C cp

t
C gp

t
cp

t
/i
0
t

has to contribute the maximal amount of possible factors Ng at the same time, i.e.
contributing only p` times the factor Nc. We deduce that r 0 D r .

In order to conclude the proof, we shall make sure that the elements of the form
Ngp

`.sp�r/ NcjCp
`

used in the arguments above are not congruent to 0 modulo L.
None of such elements is central as an element of kG, as p`.sp � r/ < pt , and
so they do not lie in �0p.Z/, if they do not lie in K itself. We will consider their
weights to determine if they lie in K , taking into account that an element cp`

might have smaller weight than cp`
du for some integer u; even these two elements

are congruent modulo K .
Among the elements in consideration, the ones of shape Ngp

`.sp�1/ NcjCp
`

have
biggest weight, so we will ignore the case r > 1. As we have p`.sp � 1/ < ptC1,
Lemma 4.6 implies that

wt. Ngp
`.sp�1// D p`.sp � 1/:

Moreover, the weight of Nc being 2, the maximal possible weight of an element
Ngp

`.sp�1/ NcjCp
`

is realized when ` D t � 1 and j D pt � 1. We define

z D Ngp
t�pt�1

Ncp
tCpt�1�1;

which comes up when, in the induction process, we exclude Ngp
t�pt�1

Ncp
t�1. We

claim that wt.z/ < 2w. Erasing the factor cpt of weight not larger than w, Lem-
ma 4.7 yields the translation of the claim into wt. Ngp

t�pt�1

Ncp
t�1�1/ < w. As

noted above, the weight of Ngp
t�pt�1

is pt � pt�1. Now let u be an integer such
that, for any integer u0, one has

w0 D wt.cp
t�1

du/ � wt.cp
t�1

du0/:

It follows that w � pw0 and, the weight of Nc being 2, that w0 � 2pt�1. From the
last observations, we derive

wt. Ngp
t�pt�1

Ncp
t�1�1/ � wt. Ngp

t�pt�1

Ncp
t�1

/

� wt. Ngp
t�pt�1

cp
t�1
du/ D pt � pt�1 C w0
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� pt � pt�1 C w � .p � 1/w0

� pt � pt�1 C w � .p � 1/2pt�1

� w � .pt � pt�1/ < w;

and so the claim is proven.

Remark 4.10. Theorem 4.1 can be used to solve the (MIP) in some cases that
cannot be handled by the known group theoretical invariants. For instance, if
G D SG.37; 19/ and H is a group not isomorphic to G but sharing all group
theoretical invariants with G, then H Š SG.37; 43/. One finds that j3.G/j D 3,
while j3.H/j D 32, so Theorem 4.1 yields kG 6Š kH . Other examples of groups
for which group theoretical invariants are not sufficient to solve the (MIP), but are
when upgraded with Theorem 4.1, are

SG.37; 23/; SG.37; 45/; SG.37; 27/; SG.37; 47/;

SG.57; 19/; SG.57; 21/; SG.57; 77/; SG.57; 87/; SG.57; 30086/;

SG.77; 23/; SG.77; 25/; SG.77; 111/; SG.77; 125/; SG.77; 104602/:

It seems like still some work will be required to understand this evidence in a ge-
neric sense. Some of the groups listed above for which the third terms in their
lower central series have the same size can only be distinguished using the so-
called Roggenkamp parameter

P
gG logp.jCG.g/=ˆ.CG.g//j/, where the sum

runs over conjugacy classes of G. This invariant is far from easy to compute by
hand in a general situation.

5 The class of obelisks

In computer-aided investigations of the (MIP) such as [12,20,33], one is interested
in determining the smallest numberm such that, given two non-isomorphic groups
G and H , one has I.kG/=I.kG/m 6Š I.kH/=I.kH/m. It follows directly from
the theory of Jennings that

G=D`.G/ Š H=D`.H/ H) I.kG/=I.kG/` Š I.kH/=I.kH/`:

The following questions are based on computational evidence.

Question 5.1. LetH be a p-group not isomorphic to G satisfying jH j D jGj, and
let ` be the maximal integer such that G=D`.G/ Š H=D`.H/. Are the following
statements true?
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(1) It holds that I.kG/=I.kG/2`C1 6Š I.kH/=I.kH/2`C1 (see [7]).

(2) If p is odd and m D max
®
`; 2` � p�1

2

¯
, then (see [20])

I.kG/=I.kG/mC1 6Š I.kH/=I.kH/mC1:

Question 5.1 (1) has been answered negatively in [20] for groups of order 28.
Question 5.1 (2) is open. There are very few bins of groups of order 56, which
share all known group theoretical invariants and for which the upper bound given
in Question 5.1 (2) is sharp [20, Section 3.3]. A family that is highlighted in this
process is that of the so-called p-obelisks (see Definition 5.2 below). These groups
were first investigated in [6] and later in [31]. As a first step towards understanding
the modular group algebras of p-obelisks and solving the (MIP) for this class of
groups, we show in this section that the property of being a p-obelisk is an invari-
ant of the group algebra. Until the end of the present section, assume that p > 3.

Definition 5.2. A p-obelisk is a finite non-abelian p-group O with

jO W 2.O/j D p
2 and Op D 3.O/:

The next theorem is the main result of this section, which will be proven after
Lemma 5.5.

Theorem 5.3. Let O be a p-obelisk such that kG Š kO. Then G is a p-obelisk.

The following proposition collects known properties of p-obelisks; see for ex-
ample [31, Lemmas 322-3] or [6, Theorem 4.3 and its proof] (this is also to be
found in [16, III, Satz 17.9]).

Proposition 5.4. Let G be a p-obelisk of class c and i a positive integer. Then the
following hold:

(1) the quotient i .G/=iC1.G/ is elementary abelian of rank

dimk.i .G/=iC1.G// D

´
2 if i � c � 1 and i odd;
1 if i � c and i evenI

(2) one has i .G/p D iC2.G/.

Lemma 5.5. Let O be a p-obelisk. Assume that n is a positive integer, and write
n D ap` C b, where ` � 0, 1 � a � p � 1, and 0 � b < p`. Then we have that
Dn.O/ D m.n/.O/, where

m.n/ D

8̂<̂
:
2`C 1 if a D 1 and b D 0;
2`C 3 if a > 2 or a D 2 and b � 1;
2`C 2 otherwise:
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Proof. We work by induction on n and using the iterative formula for dimension
subgroups. We clearly haveD1.O/ D 1.O/. Moreover, from p � 5, we compute
D2.O/ D 2.O/O

p andD3.O/ D 3.O/Op. The group O being a p-obelisk, we
deduce D2.O/ D 2.O/ and D3.O/ D 3.O/. We have proven the claim when n
is equal to 1, 2, or 3.

Assume now that n � 4 and, for each n0 < n, the equalityDn0.O/ D m.n0/.O/
holds. We write

n D ap` C b with ` � 0; 1 � a � p � 1; 0 � b < p`:

Let first a D 1 and b D 0; then n � 4 implies ` ¤ 0, and in particular, we have
2`C 1 � p` D n. Note that, by Proposition 5.4 (2), we have

2`�1.O/
p
D 2`C1.O/:

Thanks to the inductive formula for the dimension subgroups, cf. Section 2.3, the
induction hypothesis yields

Dn.O/ D Dap`�1.O/pn.O/ D 2.`�1/C1.O/
pn.O/ D 2`C1.O/:

Now let a > 2 or a D 2 and b � 1. The inductive formula for the dimension sub-
groups combined with Proposition 5.4 and the fact that n � 4 yields

Dn.O/ D Dap`�1Cd b
p
e.O/

pn.O/ D 2.`�1/C3.O/
pn.O/ D 2`C3.O/:

We next assume that a D 1 and b � 1 or a D 2 and b D 0. The combination of
Proposition 5.4, the induction hypothesis, and the fact that p � 5 yields

Dn.O/ D Dap`�1Cd b
p
e.O/

pn.O/ D 2.`�1/C2.O/
pn.O/ D 2`C2.O/:

We give here the proof of Theorem 5.3. To this end and until the end of the
proof, let O be a p-obelisk such that kG Š kO. We show that G is a p-obelisk.

The (MIP) is solved for orders dividing p5 (see [27]), so we assume without loss
of generality that jGj D jOj � p6. Then, by Proposition 5.4 (1), the nilpotency
class of O is at least 4. From Section 2.4, we know that G and O have the same
order and also thatG=2.G/ Š O=2.O/; the last quotients are elementary abelian
of order p2 by Proposition 5.4 (1). In particular, 2.G/=3.G/ and 2.O/=3.O/
are cyclic of order p, and hence j2.G/ W 3.G/j D j2.O/ W 3.O/j. Now, by Sec-
tion 2.4 (4) and Lemma 5.5, we have

D1.G/=D2.G/ Š D1.O/=D2.O/ D O=2.O/:
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From D2.G/ D 2.G/G
p, we then obtain Gp � 2.G/ and D2.G/ D 2.G/. In

the same way, we get

D2.G/=D3.G/ Š D2.O/=D3.O/ D 2.O/=3.O/:

Both
D3.G/ D 3.G/G

p and 3.G/

being subgroups of index p of D2.G/ D 2.G/, we get Gp � 3.G/ and, in par-
ticular, thatD3.G/ D 3.G/. We claim that, for each integer n � 3, the following
holds:

(i) 3.G/ D Gpn.G/;

(ii) i .G/ D Dj .G/ for all 1 � i � n and any j satisfying i .O/ D Dj .O/.

To prove the last claim, we will work by induction on n. For this proof only, we will
use the bar notation with a different meaning from that introduced in Section 2.2.

Assume n D 3. We have already proven (i), so we show (ii). By Lemma 5.5,
one has 3.O/ D Dj .O/ if and only if 3 � j � p. When i 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº, we get
from Section 2.4 (4) that

Di .O/=DiC1.O/ Š Di .G/=DiC1.G/;

and so 3.G/ D Dj .G/ if and only if 3 � j � p. This proves the base case. We
now assume that the claim holds for n � 3 and prove it for nC 1.

Assume that n is even. Set G D G=nC1.G/. We claim that G is a p-obelisk.
Indeed, applying in this order the induction hypothesis on (i), then on (ii), the
formula for dimension subgroups, and then again (ii), one gets

3.G/ D G
pn.G/ D G

pD2p n�2
2 .G/

D Gp.D2p n�4
2 .G//p2p n�2

2 .G/ D Gpn�2.G/
p
D Gp:

We have proven that G is a p-obelisk, equivalently 3.G/ D GpnC1.G/ and (i)
holds. We continue with (ii). By Lemma 5.5, we have Dp n

2 .O/ D nC1.O/, and
so the induction hypothesis on (ii) yields

Dp n
2 .G/ D Dp

n�2
2 .G/pp n

2 .G/ D n�1.G/
pp n

2 .G/:

Note that, by Lemma 5.5, we have that

n.O/ D D2p n
2
�1.O/
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and, for each 2p
n
2
�1
C 1 � j � p

n
2 , that nC1.O/ D Dj .O/. It follows from the

combination of Section 2.4 (3) with the induction hypothesis on (ii) that

n.G/ D D2p n
2
�1.G/

and, for each 2p
n
2
�1
C 1 � j; j 0 � p

n
2 , that Dj .G/ D Dj 0.G/. Hence we get

n.G/=n�1.G/
pp n

2 .G/ D D2p n
2
�1.G/=Dp n

2 .G/

Š D2p n
2
�1.O/=Dp n

2 .O/ D n.O/=nC1.O/ (5.1)

with jn.O/ W nC1.O/j � p. As G is an obelisk, Proposition 5.4 yields

n�1.G/
p
� nC1.G/ D 1;

from which it follows that

n�1.G/
pp n

2 .G/ � nC1.G/ � n.G/:

As a consequence of (5.1), we have that jn.G/ W n�1.G/pp n
2 .G/j � p, and so

either n.G/D nC1.G/ or nC1.G/D n�1.G/pp n
2 .G/. If n.G/D nC1.G/,

then n.G/ D 1, and as by induction 3.G/ D Gpn.G/, we obtain that G is
an obelisk. Assume, on the other hand that n�1.G/pp n

2 .G/ D nC1.G/. Then
nC1.G/ D Dp n

2 .G/ together with the reasoning above implies (ii) for nC 1.
Assume now that n is odd. Set G D G=nC1.G/, which we can show to be an

obelisk via computing

3.G/ D G
pn.G/ D G

pDp n�1
2 .G/

D Gp.Dp n�3
2 .G//pp n�1

2 .G/ D Gpn�2.G/
p
D Gp: (5.2)

In particular, the equality 3.G/ D GpnC1.G/ holds. Now, by Lemma 5.5, we
have D2p n�1

2 .O/ D nC1.O/. Then, by the iterative formula for dimension sub-
groups and induction hypothesis on (ii), we have

D2p n�1
2 .G/ D D2p n�3

2 .G/p2p n�1
2 .G/ D n�1.G/

p2p n�1
2 .G/:

It follows from Lemma 5.5 that

n.O/ D Dp n�1
2 .O/

and, for each p
n�1

2 C 1 � j � 2p
n�1

2 , that nC1.O/ D Dj .O/. Section 2.4 (4)
and the induction hypothesis on (ii) then yield that n.G/ D Dp n�1

2 .G/ and, for
each p

n�1
2 C 1 � j; j 0 � 2p

n�1
2 , that Dj .G/ D Dj 0.G/. The following hold:

n.G/=n�1.G/
p2p n�1

2 .G/ D Dp n�1
2 .G/=D2p n�1

2 .G/

Š Dp n�1
2 .O/=D2p n�1

2 .O/ D n.O/=nC1.O/;
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where n.O/=nC1.O/ is elementary abelian of rank at most 2. Since G is a p-
obelisk, we have n�1.G/p D nC1.G/ D 1, and so

n�1.G/
p2p n�1

2 .G/ � nC1.G/ � n.G/:

If n.G/ D nC1.G/, then 3.G/ D Gp and G is a p-obelisk. If

p D jn.G/ W nC1.G/j D jn.G/ W n�1.G/
p2p n�1

2 .G/j;

then jn.O/ W nC1.O/j D p which, together with Proposition 5.4, implies that
nC1.O/ D 1. AsG and O have the same order, we get that nC1.G/ D 1, and the
equality 3.G/ D GpnC1.G/ D Gp yields that G is a p-obelisk. Assume now
that jn.G/ W n�1.G/p2p n�1

2 .G/j D p2. If also jn.G/ W nC1.G/j D p2, then
D2p n�1

2 .G/ D n�1.G/
p2p n�1

2 .G/ D nC1.G/ and (ii) follows from a similar
argument as before. So the only possibility left is jn.G/ W nC1.G/j D p. Set
G D G=n�1.G/

p2p n�1
2 .G/. As nC1.G/ has order p, we get nC2.G/ D 1.

Moreover, for each p � 5 and n � 3, we have nC 2 � p
n�1

2 , and so, imitating
the arguments in (5.2), we get that 3.G/ D Gpn.G/ D Gp. In particular, G is
a p-obelisk satisfying

p D jn�1.G/ W n.G/j D jn.G/ W nC1.G/j D jnC1.G/ W nC2.G/j;

a contradiction to Proposition 5.4 (1). The claim is now proven.
We conclude by observing that, when n is such that n.G/ D 1, then .i/ yields

3.G/ D G
p, and since such an n always exists, we are done.

Within the family of p-obelisks, there is a natural separation that is dictated by
the collection of sizes of minimal generating sets of maximal subgroups.

Definition 5.6. Let O be a p-obelisk. Then O is framed if all maximal subgroups
of O are 2-generated.

Though not referred to with the name “framed p-obelisks”, these groups are
the reason Blackburn became interested in p-obelisks in the first place [6, Theo-
rem 4.2]. However, not all obelisks are framed [31, Lemma 437], and in non-
framed obelisks, there are exactly 2 maximal subgroups that are not 2-generated
(but 3-generated) [31, Lemma 335]. The following result [31, Proposition 336]
makes it clear how the restricted k-Lie algebra of an obelisk determines whether
the obelisk is framed or not.

Lemma 5.7. Let O be a p-obelisk. The following are equivalent:

(1) the obelisk O is framed;

(2) the images ofMp and ŒM;M� in 3.O/=4.O/ for each maximal subgroupM
of O are distinct subgroups of order p.
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Theorem 5.8. Let O be a framed p-obelisk with kG Š kO. Then G is a framed
p-obelisk.

Proof. Thanks to Theorem 5.3, the group G is an obelisk if and only if O is. Now,
from Lemma 5.5, we know that

3.G/=4.G/ D Dp.G/=DpC1.G/ and 3.O/=4.O/ D Dp.O/=DpC1.O/:

The combination of Lemma 5.7 with Section 2.4 (7) yields that G is framed if and
only if O is.
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